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This project considers the Lake Mead third intake shaft. The third intake shaft was commissioned 
by the SNWA in order to provided continued access to clean water for the Las Vegas Valley in 
light of a recent trend in dropping lake levels. At present data shows that Lake Mead is at only 
46% of capacity, and this level is expected to continue to drop. Indeed, if the lake level drops 
only 114 ft both the first and second intake systems will be non-functional (the lake level has 
already dropped 110 ft in the period between 2000-2008.) The contract for this project was 
awarded to Las Vegas Tunnel Constructors; we have been asked to design the intake shaft and 
starter cavern for this project. The Lake Mead third intake shaft is to be 600 feet deep and 32 feet 
in diameter.  The shaft includes two stub tunnels: one for the support of the Tunnel Boring 
Machine used in the excavation of the tunnel, and one for a future connection to the other two 
intakes.  At the bottom of the intake shaft will be a large excavated starter cavern for the 
construction of the Tunnel Boring Machine which is 200 feet in length, 45 feet wide, and 30 feet 
tall.  On the opposite end of the cavern from the tunnel extends a maintenance stub tunnel (25 feet 
in length and 20 feet in diameter.) This report will provide the design specifications for these 
tunnels as recommendations to Las Vegas Tunnel Constructors, and will also briefly discuss the 
use of the Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) which will be employed for the construction of the 
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General Information  
 
History of Lake Mead- 
 
Interest in confining the Colorado River in order to tame it for human use dates back to the period 
of 1905-1907. During this time there was not yet a dam on the river, and its flow was as 
unpredictable as nature. In dry years, the flow of the river shrivelled and was unable to sustain 
healthy crop growth in California. In wet years, severe seasonal flooding of the river caused 
extensive damage to California’s agriculture. Massive destruction due to these floods in 
California, Nevada, Arizona, and Mexico forced the United States to take action; thus, the plan 
for the Boulder Dam was born. In 1928, Congress passed the Boulder Canyon Project Act, which 
authorized the construction of a dam on the Colorado River. Extensive surveying of the river was 
performed, and two sites were selected as potential locations for the dam: Boulder Canyon, and 
Black Canyon. Although Black Canyon was the location that was ultimately deemed most 
favourable, the name “Boulder Dam” became popularized and stuck--for a while. (Burnett, 2008) 
An administration change--and a political tug-of-war between the old and new Secretaries of the 
Interior--commenced in 1930 when President Hoover’s Secretary announced the dam’s name to 
be “Hoover Dam.” This battle was undecided until 1947, when President Truman decided the 
issue by signing a piece of legislation which formally declared the name to be Hoover Dam. In 
the interim, however, the area behind the dam began to fill. This new body of water was dubbed 




Fig. 1: Black Canyon prior to the construction of Hoover Dam (Chptr1:The River, 2008) 
 
The Lake Mead Reservoir is the largest reservoir in the United States. It combines the Colorado, 
Virgin, and Muddy rivers, and when full it reaches into the lower parts of the Grand Canyon. 
(“Hoover Dam and Lake Mead”, 2010) Lake Mead extends 112 miles behind the Hoover Dam, 
and holds approximately 28.5 million acre-feet of water at capacity. (“Lake Mead”, 2010) In 
shape it has a curvature reminiscent of a martini glass--wide at the top and narrow at the base. 
This means that the largest percentage of water storage comes from the water nearest to the 
surface of the lake; in other words, the volume of water in the lake decreases exponentially as the 
vertical depth decreases. At present, the lake is a water source for nearly 25 million people. It is 
also a prominent source of recreation. It is located about 30 miles from Las Vegas, and every year 
more than 700,000 tourists visit the lake in order to the enjoy the many boating, fishing, hiking, 
and camping activities it offers.  (“Hoover Dam and Lake Mead”, 2010) 
 
Colorado River Rights- 
 
Lake Mead’s water belongs to the Lower Colorado Region. This region is demarcated as the area 
below Lee’s Ferry, and covers an area of nearly 202,000 square miles which includes parts of five 
states (California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico). This area was designated according 
to the “Law of the River”, a series of compacts, federal laws, decisions and decrees, contracts, 
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and regulatory guidelines.  The most important of these is the Colorado River Compact of 1922. 
This cornerstone law was negotiated by the seven Colorado River Basin States--as well as the 
then Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover--and allocates the river’s water between the Upper 
Basin (the states where the river water mostly originates) and the Lower Basin (the states which 
use most of the water.)  In this agreement 7.5 million acre-feet of water are reserved for each 
basin annually. This means that the Colorado River Compact assumed a 15 million acre-ft annual 
river flow. This value was actually a gross overestimation--it ought to have been at least 2 million 
acre-ft lower in order to reflect average river flow. Moreover, the Colorado River Compact did 
not determine how the 7.5 million acre-ft would be distributed among the participant states in 
each basin. Most of the remaining legislation which makes up the “Law of the River” is meant to 
determine exactly this issue. In essence, these remaining decisions resolve in such a way that 
Arizona takes 2.8 million acre-ft, Southern Nevada takes 0.3 million acre-ft (about 4% of Lake 
Mead’s water), and California gets 4.4 million acre-ft as well as any residual water left. Mexico 
reserves the right to 1.5 million acre-ft of the rivers annual flow. These agreements are all 
regulated by the Bureau of Reclamation. (Dwyer, 2010) 
 
Lake Mead’s Water Intakes and Outputs- 
 
There are three sources for the water that fills Lake Mead that will be discussed in this report. The 
first, and most prominent, is the Colorado River system. This system derives its annual recharge 
from snow melt in the Rocky Mountains. In recent years this snow pack has been declining. For 
instance, in 2010, the percentage of the maximum amount of river basin averages for systems that 
drain into Lake Powell (a lake in Utah that is also fed by the snow pack off of the Rocky 
Mountains) ranged between 41 and 77%   of average based on the data from the previous year. If 
we consider this to influx to be comparable to the influx of water that Lake Mead can expect to 
receive from this system, then it is safe to assume that Lake Mead will also be receiving less 
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water than is typical from this source. This fits the recent trend of declining lake recharge levels. 
(Waterdata.com, 2010) 
 
The two secondary sources for recharge which this report will consider are groundwater sources 
and precipitation in the Las Vegas/Lake Mead area. It is unclear how much of Lake Mead’s water 
comes from groundwater. What is known is that the primary sources of this water are the many 
natural springs that terminate under the lake. The largest of these is the “North Shore Complex.” 
The North Shore Complex is a carbonate aquifer that is believed to begin in the mountains near 
Ely, Nevada. This complex is believed to have a total ground water discharge of around 1000 
gpm. (“Lake Mead Rec. Area...”, 2010) Precipitation data was also considered as a source of 
water inflow into the Lake Mead system in this report. On average Las Vegas receives 2-5 inches 
of precipitation annually. The Mojave Desert (which contains both Las Vegas and Lake Mead) 
receives an average of 2-4 inches of precipitation annually. This amount of precipitation has been 
deemed negligible in determining lake level. (Annual Precip. at Las Vegas, 2010) Figure 2 shows 





Fig. 2: Lake Mead Yearly Cumulative Inflows (Waterdata.com, 2010) 
 
In accordance with the “Law of the River,” the primary consumer of the water stored in Lake 
Mead is California, which receives 4.4 million acre-ft annually. Most of this water is used by the 
Imperial Valley. Arizona and Mexico also consume large amounts of water. These outputs are 
regulated by law, and must be released from the reservoir regardless of whether they are actually 
consumed. Generally, however, they are used. By the time the Colorado River system reaches the 
Gulf of California it is barely a trickle and the delta wetlands are 5% of their size prior to the 
damming of the river. Furthermore, in recent years the net flow in Lake Mead has been negative 
(the outflows exceed the inflows.) This trend can be seen in figure 3. In this diagram the green 
bars represent years with positive net flows, and the red bars represent years with negative net 
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flows. It can be seen at a glance that the recent trend has been of either negative or barely positive 
flows.   
 
 
Fig. 3: Annual Net flows over time for Lake Mead (Waterdata.com, 2010) 
 
Lake Mead’s Current Level- 
 
Figure 4 clearly demonstrates the end result of Lake Mead’s outflows regularly over-exceeding 
its inflows. In this figure we see that since 2000 there has been a strongly negative trend in the 
lake’s water level. In the period between 2000 and 2008, Lake Mead’s level dropped over 110 
feet vertically. As discussed in the section on the general history of Lake Mead, due to the sharp 
curvature of the lake, this drop in water level is more problematic than may appear intuitively 
obvious. An 110 feet drop in the vertical elevation of the water level in Lake Mead translates into 
the lake operating at only 46% of its capacity. While this drop in storage ultimately poses 
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problems for all of the Lower River Basin states, it poses the most immediate problem to Las 
Vegas as Las Vegas draws its 0.3 million acre-ft of water directly from the reservoir via the use 
of a series of intake systems (this water is almost entirely returned to the lake after use.) 
 
 
Fig. 4: Lake Mead Water Levels, Historical and Current (Lake Mead Water Levels, 2010)  
(Vertical Axis Units: Feet above Sea Level; Horizontal Axis Units: Years.) 
 
 
First, Second, and Third Intakes- 
 
Las Vegas currently has two operating intake systems with which to draw water from Lake Mead. 
These systems are referred to as the first and second intakes respectively. The first intake was 
created in 1971 when Las Vegas’ demand for water finally exceeded the available groundwater. 
In 1998-1999 the Southern Nevada Water Authority commissioned a project to develop the 
second intake system, located 17 m (about 56 ft) below the first intake. This $2.2 billion contract 
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connected to the first intake shaft and sought to provide continued access to clean water to the 
Las Vegas valley.   
Now, the Southern Nevada Water Authority has commissioned the third iteration of this project: 
the “Third Straw”. This intake is necessary as a drop of only 60 more feet in the lake’s level will 
cause the first intake to become nonfunctional, and a drop of 114 ft from the current level will 
decommission the second intake as well. (McDonald, 2010) By building a third intake structure, 
the Las Vegas valley will be guaranteed continued access to clean water. This third intake shaft 
will be located at an elevation of 800 feet.  
 
Fig. 5: Intake Shafts 1 and 2 (TunnelTalk, 2010) 
 
 






The proposed project area for the third intake structure is in a location known to be underlain by 
late Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic bedrock, as well as Quaternary surficial sediments. In 
general, the only known Precambrian bedrock in the vicinity of the project is confined to Saddle 
Island. Saddle Island is a predominantly north-trending horst on the western shore of Lake Mead 
which is composed of both Precambrian metamorphic and plutonic rocks. These units are 
represented on the geologic map as units     p€u and p€I. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 
2007) 
The proposed tunnel access shaft and IPS-3 are found on the western slope in the northern third 
of Saddle Island. There a topographic depression has been created by the trace of the Saddle 
Island Detachment fault (which separates the upper and lower Saddle Island formations.) The 
Detachment Fault is characterized as a major northeast-striking, northwest-dipping, low-angle 
fault that was formed during regional mid-tertiary crustal extension. The two formations that are 
separated by the Detachment Fault are known as the Upper Plate and Lower Plate Saddle Island 
formations. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
The east slope of Saddle Island is described as being very steep and distinct. It is thought to most 
likely be the result of high-angle normal faulting. The island gently slopes into the Tertiary 
sedimentary rock of the Muddy Creek formation and recent alluvial, lacustrine, and fan deposits 
accumulated in Saddle Cove to the west of the island. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Formations Encountered by the Access Shaft- 
The following units will be encountered during excavation of the Tunnel Access Shaft: 
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 Saddle Island Lower Plate 
 Saddle Island Upper Plate 
 Detachment Fault 
Saddle Island Upper Plate (Pcu) 
The Upper Plate is the basement terrane of the upper plate of the Saddle Island Detachment Fault. 
This unit is composed of amphibolites and chlorite schist with steeply dipping foliation intruded 
by red granite and leucogranite of unknown age. It is also composed of Tertiary dacite and basalt 
dikes and stocks. In a large number of areas, the density of these intrusions is so great as to render 
basement exposures rare. Additionally, all intrusions are rootless--sliced off by the low-angle 
fault that passes beneath the terrane. The Southern Nevada Water Authority also described this 
unit as a heterogeneous assemblage of crystalline metamorphic rock, predominantly quartz-
feldspar gneiss and mica schist, intruded by hypabyssal dacite and diorite of Tertiary age. (Smith, 
1984) 
Saddle Island Lower Plate (Pcl) 
This formation is the basement terrane of the lower plate of the Saddle Island Detachment Fault. 
The unit is composed of amphibolites and chlorite schist locally intruded by muscovite-bearing 
pegmatite dikes. In general, foliation found in this unit strikes east-west and is gently dipping. 
The terrane is also characterized by broad east-trending antiforms and synforms; however, 
complex east-vergent folds are present in the southern part of the island. The Southern Nevada 
Water Authority also characterizes this unit as a formation principally consisting of variably 
mylonitized amphibolites and quartz-feldspar gneiss. (Smith, 1984) 
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Saddle Island Detachment Fault 
The orientation of the fault strikes between N25°E with a dip of 30 to 35°NW. The fault is 
composed of a strongly foliated phyllonite with zones of crushed and brecciated rock from the 
Upper and Lower Plates. The phyllonite is composed of soft, platy minerals such as chlorite and 
micas. The rock mass character of the fault zone ranges from blocky/disturbed/seamy to 
laminated/sheared with RQD values ranging between 0% and 60%. It is anticipated that 
groundwater inflow will be encountered throughout the tunnel excavation in the Detachment 
Fault. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007).  
 
Fig. 7: Geologic Map (Smith, 1984). 
Formations Encountered by the Intake Tunnel- 
During excavation the intake tunnel will encounter the following geologic units: 
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 Saddle Island Lower Plate 
 Saddle Island Upper Plate 
 Detachment Fault 
 Muddy Creek Formation 
 Red Sandstone Unit 
 Callville Mesa Unit 
 Quaternary Alluvium 
Muddy Creek Formation (Tmc) 
The Muddy Creek Formation will be encountered throughout a great proportion of the length of 
the tunnel alignment corridor. The Muddy Creek Formation is composed of conglomerate, 
breccias, sandstone, siltstone and gypsiferous mudstone. The formation has been described as an 
extensional basin fill formation which overlies older Tertiary and Precambrian rocks within the 
project area. It has been estimated that the total thickness of the formation is several thousands of 
feet, and that it dips gradually from surrounding bedrock highs. Coarse-grained sedimentary rock 
found near upland sources grades into, and is inter-fingered with, fine-grained sedimentary rock 
and evaporates deposits in the basin interiors. Additionally, there were recurrent movements and 
volcanic activity while the deposition and sedimentation of the top rugged surface was occurring. 
As a result, the base of the Muddy Creek Formation is not sharply defined due to sporadic 
movement and volcanic activity. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Muddy Creek Formation Sub-Units 
There are four sub-units (or facies) within the Muddy Creek Formation. These units are divided 
based on grain size and mineralogy. The sub-units are as follows: gypsiferous mudstone (Tmc1); 
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interbedded siltstone, sandstone, and pebble conglomerate (Tmc2); tan conglomerate (Tmc3); and 
reddish brown conglomeratic breccias (Tmc4). The numbers associated with the subunits does 
not describe the order in which each unit was deposited or the stratigraphic relationship between 
the units. It is difficult to find a correlation between the continuity of the sub-units and their 
vertical and lateral extent, and the Project boreholes. Additionally, there are no key “marker 
beds” to correlate between boreholes because the bedding and dip-direction varies, and the sub-
units have been offset or tilted by faulting. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Red Sandstone Unit (Trs) 
This unit is found at the northeastern limit of the proposed Project area. It is an older Tertiary 
conglomerate which can be found adjacent to the Muddy Creek Formation. Overlain by the basalt 
of the Callville Mesa Unit, the Red Sandstone Unit was deposited in an extensional basin in the 
Upper Plate of Saddle Island. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Callville Mesa Unit (Tcm) 
This unit is comprised of several different distinct flows of Tertiary basalt and, at the intake area, 
forms a cap rock that ranges in thickness from less than 20 feet to greater than 120 feet. There is 
said to be a stratigraphic relationship between the Muddy Creek Formation, the Callville Mesa 
basalt and the older Red Sandstone. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Quarternary Alluvium (Qa) 
The Quarternary alluvial and fan deposits most often overlie the Precambrian and late Tertiary 
bedrock. The Alluvial fan deposits generally consist of silts, sands, and gravel with cobbles. They 
cover the area west and east of Saddle Island. The Alluvial deposits are mostly composed of 
poorly sorted sands and gravel. They fill the lower reaches of the Pre-Lake Mead drainages and 
washes. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
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Lake Mead Basin Deposits- 
The lake bottom sediments of Lake Mead are mostly composed of fine-grained, post-
impoundment sediment. The sediment has been recorded as 30 feet thick or greater in the thalweg 
of the Colorado River--and is less than six feet thick in the channel of the Las Vegas Wash. At 
elevations above the Las Vegas Wash, the submerged slopes are composed of post-impoundment 
sediments that are less than six feet thick. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Ground Water and Hydrogeology 
The major sources of groundwater within the proposed Project area are the quaternary sand and 
gravel deposits, and the metamorphic, volcanic and sedimentary bedrock surrounding Lake Mead. 
The formations are directly recharged by the lake and groundwater level changes in response to 
the lake level. Saturated recharge conditions can be found less than one half mile inland. 
(Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Groundwater levels on Saddle Island and in the submerged Tertiary sedimentary formations are 
directly correlated to the water levels in Lake Mead and are also recharged by the lake. 
Groundwater flow and aquifer properties are related to discontinuities found within the rock mass 
(secondary permeability). The formations act as unconfined aquifers. (Southern Nevada Water 
Authority, 2007) 
The Tertiary sedimentary formation aquifer properties are largely the function of porosity and 
permeability of the intact rock (primary permeability.) This is due to the fact that the formations 
are most commonly massive, and distinct discontinuities are uncommon. An exception is the 
well-cemented zones of the Muddy Creek conglomeratic breccias (Tmc4). Jointing found within 
these cemented zones is generally well developed, shows evidence of groundwater flow, and the 
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rock’s porosity has been either filled or sealed with secondary mineralization. (Southern Nevada 
Water Authority, 2007) 
Callville Mesa basalts within the intake area are believed to have both primary and secondary 
permeabilities. The components of the primary permeability are connected to the interconnected 
void spaces within the vesicular portions of the basalt, and are also from interbedding of 
sedimentary and volcanic breccias. Components associated with secondary permeability are 
believed to be the systematic jointing and the contacts between and within the distinct flow units. 
(Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Geothermal Conditions 
There is a relatively high geothermal gradient in the project area. In land-based boreholes, 
recorded temperatures generally increase from 80°F at an elevation near 1,100 feet amsl to 
between 90°F and 105°F near an elevation of 600 feet amsl. Measurements of groundwater 
temperatures in boreholes at the intake area indicate a relatively high geothermal gradient as well. 
Near the intake area groundwater temperatures increased from 55°F near the lake bottom to 
between 75°F and 85°F near elevation 600 t0 650 feet amsl. The fairly high temperatures show 
that the project is situated within a low temperature geothermal system. Regionally, the 
geothermal system is dominated by extensional tectonics and is not believed to be related to 




Faults and Shear Zones- 
The tunnel access shaft to be mined through both the Upper and Lower Saddle Island Plate 
formations will go through several fault and shear zones in addition to the Detachment Fault. A 
total of 8 fault/shear zones between 2 inches and 2 feet wide consisting of highly 
jointed/fractured, weathered and crushed rock with soft clay gouge are assumed to be present. 
This is in addition to a total of 3 fault/shear zones between 2 feet and 10 feet wide, consisting of 
highly fractured, weathered and crushed rock with soft clay gouge. In addition, high groundwater 
inflows associated with these features will be encountered. Many of these faults/shear sets are 
identified as having a steeply dipping orientation. (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2007) 
Joints and Foliations- 
During the shaft excavations a large amount of joints and foliation planes will be encountered. 
These orientations of joints and foliation planes are within the ranges identified in the appendix I 
of this report. The frequency and spacing of joints and foliations plains are also identified in  
appendix I of this report, and are shown by the range of RQD values and the rock mass 
descriptions. Many of the joint and foliation planes are open and will add to the total groundwater 
infiltration encountered throughout the shaft excavation. It was found that steeply dipping joints 
may be present in the shaft excavation throughout a 120 foot vertical interval. (Southern Nevada 




The major fault in the vicinity of the Project area was determined to be the Saddle Island 
Detachment Fault. This fault has been relatively inactive for several thousands of years, and there 
has been no recorded history of fault movement during the Quaternary. Below is a map of 
Quaternary faults within the Project area. Notice that the Saddle Island Detachment Fault was not 
included on this map provided by the USGS. 
Fig. 8: Quaternary Fault Map of proposed Project area (USGS, 2008). 
 
Several different USGS maps were used in the seismic evaluation of the project area, most of 
which were found online. National Seismic Hazard maps of the area show that there is a peak 
horizontal acceleration of .1g with a 10% exceedance probability within the next 50 years. In 
other words, there is a 10% chance that peak horizontal ground accelerations around the site will 
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exceed .1% g. The following figure is a map of peak horizontal acceleration (%g) with 10% 
probability of exceedance in 50 years: 
 
Fig. 9: Exceedance Probability Map of the Project Area (USGS, 2002). 
 
Additionally, three probability maps representing the expected spectral accelerations in and 
around the area show that there is a relatively low probability of high spectral accelerations 
within the area in the next 50 years. The following maps represent the probability of both a 1-Hz 
and 5-Hz dampened spectral acceleration with a 2% probability of exceedance in the next 50 
years, 5-Hz spectral acceleration with a 10% exceedance probability in the next 50 years, and 








Fig. 11: 5-Hz SA with 2% PE in 50 Years (USGS, 2009). 
 




Fig.13: PGA with 2% PE in 50 Years (USGS, 2009). 
Seismicity of the area was also determined by using a probability map of the project area. Each 
map represents the probability of an earthquake greater than magnitude 5 in the next 25, 50, or 
100 years. According to the maps, the probability of an earthquake in the Lake Mead area 
exceeding magnitude 5 in the next 25 years is approximately between 20% and 25%, in the next 
50 years approximately between 30% and 40%, and in the next 100 years approximately 60%-
80% probability. This seismic data shows that the intake structures should be designed to 
withstand a magnitude 5 earthquake within the next 100 years. Lastly, the Project was categorized 
as a Code II structure according to the International Building Code. A map of the codes assigned 




Fig. 14: Probability map of a Magnitude 5 earthquake within the Project Area within 25 Years (USGS, 2009) 
 








The project area location is one that will have little impact on the habitat of any of the 
endangered, or otherwise threatened, species in the area. The main biological species of concern 
are the desert tortoise, the bald eagle and the razorback sucker, all of which are on the endangered 
species list. The following table lists the species found within the project area, as well as a list of 
the major endangered species in the area. For a list of species whose habitats will be altered due 
to effects Intake Tunnel 3 may have on surrounding ecosystems, refer to the environmental 
section of the appendix. 
     




























Bass Bald Eagle 





 Desert Kit Fox Desert Collard Lizard Osprey Bluegill  
  Coachwhip Snake 
LeConte's 
Thrasher   
  
Mojave Pachnose 
Snake House Finch   
  
Great Basin Gopher 
Snake 
Mourning 
Dove   
  Desert Glossy Snake Horned Lark   
  
Western Longnose 






Sparrow   
  Sidewinder    
  Specked Rattlesnake    
  Turtles    
 




Lab Testing Procedures: 
Point Load Testing 
 
Point load testing was accomplished via ASTM D5731-08, entitled “Standard Test Method for 
Determination of the Point Load Strength Index of Rock and Application to Rock Strength 
Classifications.”  Please reference the appendix of this report in order to review the ASTM 
standard.  This test was used to gain information on the uniaxial compressive strength of the 
rocks obtained from the various rock units likely to be encountered by the Lake Mead Intake #3 
access shaft and tunnel.  The point load index test, according to the ASTM standard, is suitable 
for obtaining such strength information when results are needed quickly and at a relatively 
inexpensive cost.  The preferred method for obtaining uniaxial compressive strength is ASTM 
D7012, which covers the procedures for obtaining samples and performing the uniaxial 
compressive strength test.  However, the tediousness of obtaining the samples, the time required 
to run the test and produce results, along with the increased expenses associated with the test 
make the uniaxial compressive strength test ineffective when results are required quickly and/or 
when a large amount of testing is required.  Due to the accessibility of the equipment, the time 
frame required to produce results, and the quality of the samples obtained from the field; it was 
determined that the point load index test would provide sufficient information for this project. 
 
Sample acquisition occurred on March 29, 2010 during a field excursion to the project site.  
Samples were collected from rubble piles and from outcrops of the anticipated units.  Due to time 
constraints, little care was given at the time as to size and shape of the test specimens selected.  
Samples were obtained from the Saddle Island Lower and Upper plates, the Callville Mesa 
Basalt, and from a loosely cemented conglomerate that was from a rock sequence identified as the 
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Muddy Creek Formation.  According to section 7 of ASTM D5731, when samples are to be 
irregular lumps, at least 20 specimens are to be collected.  However, due to limitations on 
quantity of material to be transported to the lab, only a handful of samples were obtained from 
each rock unit.  Once collected, samples were placed in receptacles and transported to the 
laboratory for preparation and testing.  Samples tested were selected that met the requirements for 
irregular lumps as outlined in ASTM D5731, Section 8, Subsection 8.2.  Once specimens were 
selected, widths were measured at the top and bottom of the specimens for the future calculation 
of cross-sectional area.  When selecting the samples, care was taken to only obtain samples 
meeting the criteria of ASTM D5731 Figure 3d, see below: 
 
Fig. 17: Specimen Selection Standards  
The apparatus used to perform the point load test conforms to ASTM D5731, section 6.  
Essentially, the device used was a point loading mechanism consisting of two conical platens to 
load the specimen, a failure load indicating device, measuring equipment for obtaining the 
diameter of the specimen between the platens at the time of failure, and a rigid loading frame.  




Fig. 18: Point Load Test set-up 
The actual testing procedure was accomplished via ASTM D5731, section 9, subsection 9.4, 
which covers both block and irregular lump tests.  The specimens were individually placed 
between the platens and then the platens were closed until contact with the specimen was 
achieved.  Once inserted and ready, the loading was applied at a uniform rate until failure 
occurred.  Care was taken to ensure that failure took place within a time frame of 10 to 60s, as is 
required by the test standard.  At failure, the diameter of the block was read directly from the 





After testing all specimens, calculations were carried out to determine the uncorrected point load 
strength index (Is) in MPa and the size corrected point load index (IS(50)) in MPa.  The point load 
strength index is calculated as follows: 
 
(1)   
 
Where P is the failure load in N, and  is the equivalent core diameter of the specimen in mm2.  
P and  are figured as follows: 
 
(2)           
 
 
Where W is the average of the top and bottom widths of the specimen in mm and D is the 
diameter of the specimen at failure in mm.  The size corrected point load was then figured from
.  Size corrected point load is calculated as follows: 
 
(5)       
After completing the calculations, the uniaxial compressive strength in MPa was determined 





Table 2: Figure 9 of ASTM D5731 
Slake Durability Testing 
 
Slake durability testing was accomplished via ASTM D4644-08, entitled “Standard Test Method 
for Slake Durability of Shales and Similar Weak Rocks.”  Please, reference the appendix of this 
report in order to review the ASTM standard.  This test was used to gain an understanding of the 
possible deterioration that rocks likely to be encountered in the Lake Mead Intake #3 access shaft 
and tunnel may undergo due to “climatic wetting and drying,” (Chandra, 1972).  The test method 
basically produces results that give a qualitative durability estimate of easily broken rocks in a 
service environment.  ASTM D4644-08 has defined the slake durability index as “the percentage 
by dry mass of a collection of shale pieces (or other weak rock) retained on a #10 (2.00 mm) 
sieve after two cycles of oven drying and 10 minutes of soaking in water with a standard 
tumbling and abrasion.”  According to J.A. Franklin and R. Chandra the slake durability may 
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assist in the determination of what may be classified as rock and soil, as rock will have high to 
very high slake durability’s (high resistance to slaking) and soils or soil-like rocks will have 
lower durability’s.  As one could imagine, during tunnel and shaft excavation it would be quite 
critical to know whether the material to be excavated is rock-like or soil-like as there would be 
many implications involving the design, equipment, excavation speeds, and safety considerations 
for workers. 
 
Sample acquisition was accomplished in a similar manner to that which is noted in the previous 
section of this report entitled “Point Load Testing.”  Once the samples of Saddle Island Lower 
and Upper Plate, Callville Mesa Basalt, and loosely cemented conglomerate of the Muddy Creek 
Formation were at the lab, representative portions were acquired from the sample containers for 
testing.  As many of the specimens obtained from the field exceeded the size requirements of 
ASTM D4644, section 6.2, they were broken down via hammering until 10 representative, intact 
fragments were created.  The desired weights of the rock fragments were between 40 to 60 grams 
each, with a total sample weight of 450 to 550 grams.  Unfortunately, during the breakdown and 
sample collection procedure, the remaining pieces of each sample totaled less than 450 grams, 
which may introduce error into the test results.   
 
The apparatus used to perform the slake durability test conforms to ASTM D4644, section 5.  The 
device used was a two drum device with a rotational motor capable of rotating the drums at 20 
rpm.  The drums are solid sided cylinders with the cylindrical portion of the drum being made up 
of a #10 (2.00 mm) mesh.  Each drum resides in a tank that is filled with slaking fluid (tap water) 
up to 20 mm below the drum axis and a clear distance between the drum and the tank bottom of 




Fig. 19: Slake Durability Test set-up 
The actual testing procedure followed was that which is required by section 7 of ASTM D4644.  
Initial water content was to be obtained per the standard; this was not done as the rocks were in 
dry unsaturated state prior to testing.  The samples were placed in the drum, and then the drum 
was placed into the slaking tank and mounted to the rotational motor.  The device was then turned 
on, and the sample was allowed to tumble in the device for 10 minutes.  After the ten minute 
period, the drum and sample were placed in an oven and were allowed to dry to a constant mass, 
which was recorded.  The procedure was then repeated one more time from tumbling through 
drying, and the mass was again recorded. 
 
After the second cycle of drying and weighing, calculations were conducted to determine the 
slake durability index (second cycle) (Id(2)).   The slake durability index was calculated as 
follows: 
 




Where WF is the mass of the drum plus the oven-dried specimen retained after the second cycle in 
grams, C is the mass of the drum in grams, and B is the mass of the oven-dried specimen before 
the first cycle in grams. 
 
After calculating the slake durability index, the samples were then compared to Table 2: Figure 
12 of “The Slake Durability Test,” prepared by Franklin and Chandra (1972) in order to 
determine the classification of the sample, see classification chart figure below from referenced 
paper: 
 
Table 3: Figure 12 of “The Slake Durability Test” 
Direct Shear Testing 
 
Direct Shear Testing was accomplished via ASTM D5607-08, entitled “Standard Test Method for 
Performing Laboratory Direct Shear Strength Tests of Rock Specimens Under Constant Normal 
Force.”  Please, reference the appendix of this report in order to review the ASTM standard.  
When designing earthen structures of any kind, it is important to understand the shear strength of 
the rock and its relation to the normal force provided by the overburden.  For jointed rocks, it is 
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important to determine the shear strength of the joints, as the shear strength in this case is not just 
a function of the normal force.  The surface roughness of the joints and the dilation of the joint 
also play major roles in the shear strength of the material when jointing is prevalent.  It is due to 
the importance of the shear stress/normal stress relationship that this test was conducted on the 
rock units expected to be encountered during the construction of the Lake Mead Intake #3 access 
shaft and tunnel. 
 
Samples were obtained in a manner similar to that which is noted in the previous section titled 
“Point Load Testing.”  After returning the samples to the lab, representative specimens were 
selected for the Callville Mesa Basalt and the Saddle Island Upper and Lower Plates for direct 
shear testing.  Specimens were selected based on the criteria listed in ASTM D5607, section 8, 
subsection 8.1.2, which govern specimens with a discontinuity.  Where possible, the discontinuity 
was created during the point load testing.  This occurred when the point load test produced a near 
horizontal fracture that still allowed for the well fitting together of the rock fragments.  When this 
condition was not able to be met by the point load test sample, two relatively similar samples of 
the same unit were selected that had faces that fit together well.  Although this procedure is not 
listed in the ASTM standard, it is thought that this procedure will produce a sufficiently 
conservative value, and therefore would not be detrimental to the project.  Samples were prepared 
in a manner similar to that which is listed in ASTM D5607, section 10.2.2.1(c).  Samples were 
encapsulated in rock-bolt sulfur cement mixed with just enough water to produce a consistency 
similar to typical yellow mustard.  Initially, the specimens were tapped together in the orientation 
that they were to be tested in, and the bottom half of the specimen was encapsulated in the 
cement.  Once the cement was dry, the sample was carefully flipped and the other half was 
encapsulated.  Care was taken during the encapsulation procedure to maintain the shear surface as 
level as possible, and to keep the encapsulating material sufficiently below the shear surface in 
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order to prevent the shear testing of the sulfur cement and not the rock discontinuity.  Sufficient 
time was allowed to pass for the sulfur cement to fully cure prior to testing.  After encapsulation, 
the shear surface was measured in order to determine the shear area of the specimen in square 
inches. 
 
The apparatus used in this test consisted of a rigid mounting capable of holding the encapsulated 
specimen at a constant position and providing all the required forces.  Normal force was achieved 
through a hydraulic ram that was capable of supplying and maintaining a constant normal 
pressure.  Shear force was also applied through a hydraulic ram capable of providing ample force 
to cause failure under the applied normal force.  All hydraulic rams had in-line pressure gauges 
for determining the applied forces.  Additionally, the mounting device was fitted with a horizontal 
displacement gauge capable of measuring the displacements created by the shear force.  See 
figure below for typical shear box set-up as shown in ASTM D5607: 
 
Fig. 20: Shear Box Test set-up 
Testing of the specimens was conducted in a continuous manner (which means the normal load 
was simply increased after each shear failure, and then the shearing surface was tested again.)  
Once the samples were prepared, they were placed into the direct shear testing apparatus for 
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testing.  A normal load was applied to the sample in increments of 200 psi (from in-line pressure 
gauge).  Once the first increment of normal force was obtained, shear load was then applied until 
failure occurred.  Recordings of displacement (in.) and shear load (in psi from pressure gauge) 
were maintained until shear failure occurred.  After the initial shear failure, the normal load was 
increased to the next increment and testing was conducted in a similar manner until shear failure 
occurred again.  This procedure was repeated for as many times as deemed necessary to ensure 
the resulting failure envelope would contain the expected conditions of the site work.  After 
completing a series of shear tests in one direction, the entire routine was repeated in the opposite 
shear direction in order to obtain another series of shear test results. 
 
Once testing in both directions was completed, the shear displacement (in) was plotted versus the 
shear stress (psf).  From the resulting plot, the maximum shear stress was determined for each 
normal stress (psf) increment, and a plot of normal stress versus shear stress was created.  From 
the normal versus shear stress plot, the friction angle and cohesion of the samples was obtained 






Lab Testing Results 
 
Please reference the appendix for lab test sheets and raw test data. 






Point Load – 
Is (MPa) 
Corrected 






Saddle Island Lower 
Plate 
2 3.84 3.52 90 
Saddle Island Lower 
Plate 
3 8.73 6.03 204 
Callville Mesa Basalt 1 16.55 11.20 383 
Callville Mesa Basalt 2 3.57 3.00 80 
Saddle Island Upper 
Plate 
1 0.77 0.83 19 
Muddy Creek 
Formation 
1 0.13 0.13 3 
Muddy Creek 
Formation 





















Saddle Island Upper Plate 8.7% Very Low Soil-Like 
Saddle Island Lower Plate 87.6% Medium-High Rock-Like 
Callville Mesa Basalt 99.2% Very High Rock-Like 
Muddy Creek Formation 61.2% Medium Soil-Like 
 




























Saddle Island Upper 
Plate 
15597 52.7 611 34.9 8104 43.8 
Saddle Island Lower 
Plate 
0 27.2 14386 33.1 7193 30.2 









The Lake Mead Intake Shaft #3 is to be 600 feet deep and 32 feet in diameter.  The shaft includes 
two stub tunnels: one for the support of the Tunnel Boring Machine used in the excavation of the 
tunnel, and one for a future connection to the other two intakes.  At the bottom of the intake shaft 
will be a large excavated starter cavern for the construction of the Tunnel Boring Machine which 
is 200 feet in length, 45 feet wide, and 30 feet tall.  On the opposite end of the cavern from the 
tunnel extends a maintenance stub tunnel (25 feet in length and 20 feet in diameter.)  The shaft 
will pass through two geological units: the Saddle Island Upper Plate and the Saddle Island 
Lower Plate.  These two units are separated by a detachment fault--approximately 75 feet wide 
across the length of the shaft, and dipping at an approximate 45 degree angle. As discussed in the 
general geology section, many shear zones are also anticipated within the material the intake shaft 
will pass through, and the ground water table near Saddle Island is directly tied to the water level 
of Lake Mead.  Seepage is expected along the entire length of the shaft, and increased seepage is 
expected within shear and fault zones. 
 
Rock Mass Rating System- 
The rock material will be excavated by drill and blast methods.  Immediate support should be 
required along most of the intake shaft.  The support planned for use includes rock bolts, 
grouting, and grids.  In order, to determine which rock types will require support, a method of 
describing and quantifying the strength of the various rock masses was required.  The Rock Mass 
Rating System (RMR) developed by Bieniawski describes quantifies various properties of a rock 
mass, including the Uniaxial Compressive Strength; the Rock Quality Designation developed by 
Deere; the spacing, orientation, and condition of the discontinuities; and the ground water 
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conditions.  These properties translate into parameters within RMR, the parameters are added 
together to give a single number describing the relative strength of the entire rock mass.  This 
number can be applied and used for engineering purposes, including the determination of rock 
bolt spacing within the rock mass (Bieniawski, 1989). 
 
The Rock Mass Rating System will be applied to the Upper and Lower Plate Saddle Island 
formations, in order to facilitate the design of the reinforcement required to hold the shaft 
together.  The data used to compute the RMR values comes from the base line report provided by 
the SNWA, and from lab testing performed on the collected samples.  Three RMR values are 
calculated below: the Saddle Island Upper Plate, the Saddle Island Lower Plate and the material 
within shear and fault zones which run through the Saddle Island Lower Plate formation 
(Bieniawski, 1989). 
 
I. Saddle Island Upper Plate 
The RMR value calculated base on the parameters below is 31.  This RMR value 
describes a poor rock material in class number IV. 
a. Uniaxial Compressive Strength 
The Point-Load test strength is 0.83 giving an RMR parameter value of 4. 
b. RQD 
The average RQD value is 45% giving an RMR parameter value of 9. 
c. Discontinuity Spacing 
Based on the RQD, the discontinuity spacing is 80mm, giving an RMR parameter 
value of 8 
d. Conditions of the Discontinuities 
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Based on the presence of clay grouting and the weathered nature of the rock the 
RMR parameter given is 10. 
e. Groundwater Conditions 
Given most of the project is below the ground water table, and the presence of 
many joints, it assumed that water will be flowing out of the rock in many places.  
The corresponding RMR parameter value is 0. 
 
 
II. Saddle Island Lower Plate 
The RMR value calculated base on the parameters below is 55.  This RMR value 
describes a fair rock material in class number III. 
a. Uniaxial Compressive Strength 
The Point-Load test strength is 4.75 giving an RMR parameter value of 12. 
b. RQD 
The average RQD value is 75% giving an RMR parameter value of 15. 
c. Discontinuity Spacing 
 Based on the RQD, the discontinuity spacing is 175 mm, giving an RMR 
parameter value of 8 
d. Conditions of the Discontinuities 
Outside of shear and fault zones, the conditions of the discontinuities are slightly 
weathered with slight openings.  This yields a RMR parameter value of 20. 
e. Groundwater Conditions 
Given most of the project is below the ground water table, and the presence of 
many joints, it assumed that water will be flowing out of the rock in many places.  
The corresponding RMR parameter value is 0. 
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III. The Detachment Fault Material 
The RMR value calculated base on the parameters below is 11 - 15.  This RMR 
value describes a very poor rock material in class number V. 
a. Uniaxial Compressive Strength 
The compressive strength ranges from 100 psi to 5,000 psi (0.68 MPa to 34.47 
MPa).  This yields a range of RMR parameter values between 0 and 4. 
b. RQD 
The average RQD value is 25% giving an RMR parameter value of 6. 
c. Discontinuity Spacing 
 Based on the RQD, the discontinuity spacing is 70 mm, giving an RMR 
parameter value of 5 
d. Conditions of the Discontinuities 
Given the crushed and jointed nature of the phyllonitic rock within the fault zone 
and the presence of soft clay gouge, the RMR Parameter value is 0. 
e. Groundwater Conditions 
Given most of the project is below the ground water table, and the presence of 
many joints, it assumed that water will be flowing out of the rock in many places.  
The corresponding RMR parameter value is 0. 
 
The Rock Bolt Spacing and Shotcrete- 
The strength of the rocks within the Third Intake Shaft ranges from the very poor detachment 
fault rocks to the fair rocks of the Saddle Island Lower Plate formations.  Given the RMR 
classification of the rocks it is possible to find the standup time of the rock during excavation, the 
necessary rock bolt spacing, the thickness of the shotcrete required, and to plan for any additional 




The Saddle Island Upper Plate Formation is a RMR Class IV rock mass.  Based on the RMR 
value, the stand up time of the unsupported rock is one week for one meter (3.2 ft) span.  Rock 
bolts must systematically be placed to support the rock.  The rock bolts should be four to five 
meters (13.1 to 16.4 ft) in length,  and spaced one to one and a half meters (3.2 to 4.92 ft) apart.  
Shotcrete should be applied to in a thickness of 100 mm (0.32 ft).  Some steel ribbing should be 
placed one and a half meters (4.92 ft)  apart when particularly weak rock is encountered.  While 
drilling and blasting, the supports should be placed immediately during the excavation process.  
Any excavation should never exceed ten meters (32.8 ft) from the previous face (Bieniawski, 
1989). 
 
The Saddle Island Lower Plate formation is a RMR Class III rock mass.  Based on the RMR 
value, the stand up time of the unsupported rock is ten hours for a two and a half meters (8.2 ft) 
span.  Rock bolts must be systematically placed to support the rock.  The four (13.1 ft) rock bolts 
should be placed one and a half to two meters (4.92 to 6.56 ft) apart.  The shotcrete should be 
sprayed on the sides of the excavation to a thickness of 30 mm (0.09 ft).  No ribbing or extra 
support should be required beyond the rock bolts and shotcrete (Bieniawski, 1989). 
 
The rock mass found within the detachment fault zone will be the worst quality rock encountered 
in the excavation of the shaft.  The RMR class for this formation is V.  Based on the RMR value, 
the stand up time of the unsupported rock is 30 minutes for a one meter (3.2 ft) span. The rock 
mass will require systematic and thorough placement of rock bolts to support the rock for any 
period of time.  The rock bolts should be between five to six meters (16.4 to 19.6 ft) in length and 
be placed with a spacing of one to one and a half meters (3.2 to 4.92 ft).  Wire mesh or 
steel/carbon fiber reinforced shotcrete will be required.  The shotcrete should be sprayed to a 
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thickness of 150 mm (0.49ft) on the sides of the excavation and 50 mm (0.16 ft) on the face of the 
excavation.  Steel ribbing will be necessary, spaced at three-fourths of a meter (2.46 ft) with 
lagging and fore-poling as required.  Excavation must be taken in half to one and a half meter 
drifts (1.6 to 4.92 ft).  Any supports must be installed concurrently, and shotcrete should be 
sprayed immediately after blasting (Bieniawski, 1989). 
 
Design Criteria for Each Rock Unit 













4 – 5 m 
13.1 - 16.4 ft
1 – 1.5 m 
3.2 to 4.9 ft 
100 mm 




5 – 6 m 
16.4 to 19.6 ft
1 – 1.5 m 











1.5 to 2 m 





600 to 630 ft
200 x 45 x 30 
ft 




1.5 to 2 m 
4.9 to 6.5 ft 
30 mm 
 
Table 4: Design Criteria for each Rock Unit 
The installation procedure of all support hardware should occur immediately after excavation. 
Installation of the rockbolts should be perpendicular to the surface of the rock face, spaced around 
the circumference as required by the design criterion for the rock mass.  The diameter of the shaft 
is 32 ft,  and a 6 m rock bolt is almost 20 ft in length, as such there will be room to facilitate the 
installation of such rock bolts.  Any ribbing or lagging required will be installed next.  Finally, the 













Grouting can be used to fill voids and discontinuities within the rock.  If the proper grout is 
selected, the grout can increase the strength of the rock and--more importantly in the intake shaft-
-act as a hydraulic barrier.  The grout limits the flow of water through the rock walls, allows for 
safer excavation of the rock and requires less pumping of water out of the excavation.  Holes are 
drilled into the face and along the walls of an excavation dipping towards the face.  These holes 
are pumped full of grout, at a pressure that is greater than the hydrostatic pressure (based on 
depth) and not greater than the strength of the rock mass.  Too much pressure will break the rock, 
and too little pressure will not allow for a sufficient amount of grout to be applied.  Given the 
depth of the rock, it is possible to calculate the minimum sufficient pressure required to apply the 
grout (Watters).   
 
If no rock has yet been grouted the following equation is used: 
(8)    1.33 · · √  
 
This equation will be used to determine the grouting pressure for the first ten feet of the 
excavation. 
 
If the rock above has been grouted the following equation is used: 
 (9)  1.33 · ·
·√
 
This equation will be used to determine the grouting pressure for the length of the intake shaft 




These equations facilitate the calculation of the required grouting pressure for the entire length of 
the intake shaft and length of the TBM assembly tunnel.  The grout should be applied to create a 
blanket of grout within the rock wall.  Before excavation, holes should be drilled in a grid on the 
face and on the walls of the excavation.  The grout should then be pumped into the holes at the 
pressure prescribed for the depth of the rock, where the grouting is occurring (Watters). 
Grouting Pressure at Depth 
Depth Grouting Pressure Equation Used 
0 ft 0 psi 1 
10 ft 12.25 psi 1 
10 ft 16.64 psi 2 
100 ft 332.75 psi 2 
200 ft 897.2 psi 2 
300 ft 1635.88 psi 2 
400 ft 2528.00 psi 2 
500 ft 3561.72 psi 2 
600 ft 4729.04 psi 2 
630 ft 5104.36 psi 2 
 
Table 5: Grouting Pressure at Depth 
For pressure grouting of the tunnel access shaft and chamber during excavation to prevent in-flow 
of groundwater, it is recommended that a type III cement (high early strength cement) sand slurry 
mixture in conjunction with a grout accelerator and super-plasticizer be used.  Type III cement in 
conjunction with the grout accelerator should significantly reduce the cure time of the grout; 
while the plasticizer will greatly increase the fluidity of the grout to point that proper infiltration 
of discontinuities will occur.  Specifically, the admixtures are to be as provided by the Addcrete 
Company, or equal.  The proportions for the mixing of the grout shall be as follows: 
Desired Set 
Time 




4-5 min 1 part 1 part 1 part 5 liters ½ liter 
6-7 min 3 parts 1 part 1 part 5 liters ½ liter 
 




Costs and Time 
Based on the recommended rock bolt spacing and thickness of the shotcrete the following tables 
show the required number of rock bolts and volume of shotcrete required for the reinforcement of 
both the access shaft and the TBM assembly chamber.  These numbers are given to the Vegas 
Tunnel Constructors to estimate costs required.  Swellex rock bolts are recommended due to ease 
of installation and relatively low cost. 


























475 feet 100.53 ft 
1.5 m 







200 feet 150 ft 
1.5 m 




4382 rock bolts required 
 
Table 7: Projected Rock Bolt Requirement 

































12916.6 cubic feet of shotcrete required 
 
Table 8: Projected Shotcrete Requirement 
The Las Vegas Tunnel Constructers bid $447 million for the construction of the tunnel.  ARUP 
will design the inake.  Costs include the $25 million Tunnel Boring Machine, all of the required 
equipment, all of the required construction materials, and the labor required for the construction.  
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The costs of the rockbolts and shotcrete were added into the cost of the materials required.  The 
contract is expected to be completed by July 2012 and the intake is expected to be operation by 
2013 (Wallis).  
 
The Tunnel Boring Machine and the Vegas Tunnel Constructors -  
After the construction of the Intake #3 shaft, the Vegas Tunnel Constructors will line the intake 
shaft with concrete, creating a uniform diameter.  Then, they will use a Tunnel Boring Machine to 
complete the excavation and construction of the almost three mile-long tunnel.  The tunnel has 
been designed by ARUP, an engineering consulting firm form the United Kingdom.  The Vegas 
Tunnel Constructors is a partnership of Impregilo, an Italian company, and S.A. Healy Company, 
a US subsidiary of Impregilo. 
A Herrenknecht Tunnel Boring Machine will bore through many rock types as it carves out the 
tunnel along a selected alignment.  The TBM will start in the Saddle Island Lower Plate 
formation, cross the detachment fault, into the Saddle Island Upper Plate Formation.  Then, most 
of the tunnel will be excavated from the Muddy Creek formation.  The Muddy Creek, a 
sedimentary conglomerate, is the weakest rock material encountered in the entire project.  It 
essentially entails the excavation of soft sediment, and is where the implementation of the TBM 
will make the excavation easiest.  Finally, the tunnel will be bored through the Red Sandstone and 
Callville Mesa Basalt.   
 
The TBM will continue excavating into the concrete base of the intake structure.  When the 
excavation is completed, the TBM shield will be welded to the surface of the intake structure.  
The rest of the TBM machinery will be removed.   The intake will be installed while the TBM 
excavates the middle section of the tunnel.  The lake bed will be leveled and excavated with 
blasting and dredging.  The intake valve will be placed within the excavation and concrete will be 
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poured to keep it in place.  The intake will ensure the safety of local divers and of wild life.  It 
will pull water in from the lake above the lake bed to prevent clogging of the intake by sediments 
(McDonald).     
 
The 150 ton, 600 foot long, Tunnel Boring Machine will operate in two modes: open and closed.  
The TBM will operate in open mode under “normal” conditions, sending the carved rock back 
along a conveyer belt.  Closed mode will be used when the face of the TBM must be pressurized 
against high hydrostatic pressure.  The face of the TBM will be fully pressurized using a grout 
which will be pumped on the face and then pumped out with any rock excavated in a slurry.  The 
open mode allows for faster excavation and more accurate measurements of the volume and mass 
of the rock material being excavated (McDonald).    
 
While excavating the rock from the tunnel face, the TBM will also rock bolt and grout the sides 
of the excavation for temporary support.  Further down the TBM assembly, the TBM will place 
the 6 foot-wide, precast concrete liner.  The liner is precast and includes gaskets to limit water 
seepage into the pipe.  The TBM will place the liner segments, and then “push-off” to continue 
the excavation process. 
When the tunnel is completed, the third intake will be connected to the second intake’s pumping 
station and will provide an 1200 million gallons per day increase in the water capacity.  The 
“Third Straw” will allow for the pumping of cleaner and clearer water than the current intakes, 
and will grant access to this water even if the first intake is forced to shut down if Lake Mead’s 
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Figure 10: Species Effected by Project (Bureau of Reclamation, 2007) 
